Spoken language unfolds over time. Consequently, there are brief periods of ambiguity, when incomplete input can match many possible words. Typical listeners solve this problem by immediately activating multiple candidates which compete for recognition. In two experiments using the visual world paradigm, we examined realtime lexical competition in prelingually deaf cochlear implant (CI) users, and normal hearing (NH) adults listening to severely degraded speech. In Experiment 1, adolescent CI users and NH controls matched spoken words to arrays of pictures including pictures of the target word and phonological competitors. Eye-movements to each referent were monitored as a measure of how strongly that candidate was considered over time. Relative to NH controls, CI users showed a large delay in fixating any object, less competition from onset competitors (e.g., sandwich after hearing sandal), and increased competition from rhyme competitors (e.g., candle after hearing sandal). Experiment 2 observed the same pattern with NH listeners hearing highly degraded speech. These studies suggests that in contrast to all prior studies of word recognition in typical listeners, listeners recognizing words in severely degraded conditions can exhibit a substantively different pattern of dynamics, waiting to begin lexical access until substantial information has accumulated.
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Introduction
Language unfolds over time, and early portions of the signal are often insufficient to recognize a word. For example, a partial auditory input like /wɪ…/ is consistent with wizard, with, winner, and will, and this ambiguity will not be resolved for several hundred milliseconds. Consequently, even a clearly articulated word has a large (but temporary) form of ambiguity among many lexical candidates. As a result of this, even normal hearing (NH) adults confront and manage a brief period of ambiguity every time they recognize a word. This process is now well understood in typical listeners (Dahan & Magnuson, 2006; Weber & Scharenborg, 2012) . And understanding how typical listeners deal with this normal temporary ambiguity, may help understand situations in which listeners confront much greater ambiguity, for example, listeners who face significant loss of acoustic detail because they use a cochlear implant (CI).
There is consensus that NH listeners solve the problem of temporary ambiguity with some version of immediate competition (MarslenWilson, 1987; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris & McQueen, 2008) . As listeners hear a word, multiple candidates are partially activated in parallel (Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998; MarslenWilson & Zwitserlood, 1989) . As the signal unfolds, some candidates drop out of consideration (Frauenfelder, Scholten, & Content, 2001) , and more active words inhibit less active ones (Dahan, Magnuson, Tanenhaus, & Hogan, 2001; Luce & Pisoni, 1998) until only a single word remains. The alternative-what we term a wait-and-see approach-suggests information accumulates in a memory buffer and listeners wait to initiate lexical access until sufficient information is available to identify the target word. This account is largely hypothetical and has received almost no empirical support, but the contrast between wait-and-see and immediate competition has motivated much work in word recognition (Dahan & Magnuson, 2006; Weber & Scharenborg, 2012) .
Immediate competition has a number of advantages over wait-andsee. It does not require a dedicated memory buffer to store auditory information prior to lexical access. It also does not require a dedicated segmentation process -the system can consider multiple segmentations of a string (e.g., car#go#ship vs. cargo#ship) and let competition sort it 
